Enzyme redesign and interactions of substrate analogues with sterol methyltransferase to understand phytosterol diversity, reaction mechanism and the nature of the active site.
Several STM (sterol methyltransferase) genes have been cloned, sequenced and expressed in bacteria recently, making it possible to address questions of the relationship between sterol structure and function. The active site and mechanism of action of a set of phylogenetically diverse SMTs have been probed by site-directed mutagenesis as well as by using substrate and related analogues of the SMT-catalysed reaction. An active-site model has been developed that is in accord with the results presented, which is consistent with the hypothesis that SMTs are bifunctional enzymes kinetically responsible to bind Delta24-acceptor sterols of specific steric and electronic character and rigid orientation imposed by multiple hydrophobic active site contacts exacted from a common waxy core. Functional divergence influenced by the architectural role of sterols in membranes is considered to govern the evolution of product distribution and specificity of individual SMTs as discussed.